
We’re an accredited real estate agency, and do
the same job as an agent, but it’s done a whole lot
smarter - on a reliable and secure web platform.

This means you can buy and sell a property from
the deckchair, on the sofa, in your slippers, 24/7 -
wherever you have access to the internet.

Everything is at your fingertips –professional
valuations, building reports, floor plans &
photos to actually bidding and buying online.

Proppy supports buyers and sellers to have total 
control over the whole process.

Jump online and check us out, you’d be foolish not
to… and the best bit, just 1.5% + GST commission.

proppy.co.nz 

Meet Proppy, the 
revolutionary new online 
platform for buying and 
selling property that will 
save you a truckload of 
time and money!   
VAUNT NZ LTD, LICENSED REAL ESTATE AGENT (REAA 2008)



Buying 
with 
Proppy

Selling 
with 
Proppy

All you need is a comfy chair, and access to the wonderful worldwide web. Apart from popping into an open home 
to chat to the owners about their place, you can pretty much buy your home in your PJs. Too easy.

SEARCH
Search online
for properties

you like

1
JOIN

Register your
interest. No tyre
kickers allowed

RESEARCH
Due diligence.

Visit open homes, read
reports, get advice

BUY
Put in an o�er

online

SOLD
Pay deposit online.

Arrange lawyer
conveyancing via email

MOVE IN
Settlement.
Get the keys

62 3 4 5

Jump online, list your house, choose your marketing package and we will arrange all your promotions and send 
you everything you need to host a warm welcoming open home. Then just sit back and wait for the big day.

JOIN
Sign up online for
a free appraisal

1
MARKETING

Prepare your listing,
marketing and
receive reports

PROMOTION
Your home is listed

and promoted

OPEN HOMES
Host your open

homes

SELL
Sit back and watch

online and/or
negotiate

SOLD
Sold. Sign documents,

settlement, receive
payment

62 3 4 5


